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in the video game, the adventure genre has been around
for a long time. its first ancestor was the board game,

where the player moves around the map and controls his
character. but the game evolved into an interactive story,

where the player interacts with the world to accomplish the
task. the first such game was zork where you solve puzzles

to find clues to get to the next level. the next step was
point-and-click games like the infamous monkey island and

later games like broken sword. the third and the most
recent step was of course, the open world games like the
elder scrolls series and the legend of zelda. in the game,
you are a monkey with a duffle bag. you have to escape
from a lab, where you are being experimented on. when
you escape the lab, you come upon a house. inside the

house are various items and you have to use them in order
to get out of the house. items such as magnets, ropes,

teleporters, and traps are scattered around the house, and
you have to use them to get to the next area. theres also a
huge variety of items in the house. {ez_ad_units.push([[300
,250],'adventuregamers_com-banner-1','ezslot_5',110,'0','0'

])};__ez_fad_position('div-gpt-ad-adventuregamers_com-
banner-1-0');only the main adventure and one of the
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minigames are playable during the first hour of playtime,
and they are the only activities you can unlock at all. once
that time expires, the game simply starts you in the menu
once again and lets you continue from the last accessed

scene. if you play for several hours, though, you can
eventually see a lot of activities and challenges to unlock. a

decent number of them offer free play, but can only be
accessed once youve unlocked the corresponding main
adventure or minigame. the free play option is useful,
though, as it lets players try out the original activities

without any payment or lengthy time limit.
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